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TO

THE MEN OF THE 89TH,

AND TO

ALL MEN GONE OUT THE HARD WAY

________J



AIR STRATEGISTS OF THE SOUTHWEST PACIFIC

The planners and executors of the air war against Japan are shown here as they met for the first time since Lieut. General Kenney's
uew air army, "Far East Air Forces", was formed, embracing Major General Ennis C. "Vhitehead's Fifth Air Force and Major General

St. Clair Streett's Thirteenth. Left /0 Tight: General Whi,tehead. General Kenney, General Streett.
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HEADQUARTERS

ADVANCE ECHELON

FIFTH AIR FORCE

APO 713 UNIT ~l

AG 201.22

SUBJECT: Commendation.

TO All Air Force Units, New Guinea Area.

18 May 1944.

1. The following radiogram received from the Commanding
General, Fifth Air Force, is published for the information of all
concerned and is to be posted on all command, wing, group and squadron
bulletin boards:

QUOTE WRECKED JAP AIRCRAFT AT HOLLANDIA AND ON TADJI ARE
ATTRIBUTED TO THE EFFICIENCY AND THOROUGHNESS WITH WHICH THE FIFTH
AIR FORCE IS PERFORMING ITS TASK PD THE IMPOSING LIST OF DESTRUCTION
CONTAINED IN YOUR RADIO DATED FOURTEEN MAY SHOWS THE COMPLETENESS
OF THE JAP DEFEAT PD CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL CONCERNED FOR A JOB WELL
DONE PD ARNOLD UNQUOTE

2. In addition to the above, the undersigned desires to convey
his heartiest congratulations to all ranks for the continued success
in destroying tr-e ene~y.

ENNIS C. WHITEHEAD,

Major General, United States Army,

Deputy Air Force Commander.

AG 201.22 1st Ind.

HEADQUARTERS, V BOMBER COMMAND, APO 713 Unit ~l, 21 May, 1944.

TO: Commanding Officers, all Organizations, this Command.

My own observations show the thoroughness of the destruction at
Hollandia. A magnificent job. Congratulations to all officers
and men.

J. V. CRABB,

Colonel, Air Corps,

Commanding.

[ vii]



SQUADRON, GROUP, AIR FORCE

FROM the single tactical squadron and its parent group, to the widespread, intricate Force
that fought the enemy in the skies above New Guinea and Darwin, drove them to earth,
destroyed their airplanes on the ground, sank their shipping and cut their supply lines
to provide the opening for the long advances up the New Guinea Coast and along the
water avenues to New Britain.

The Grim Reaper left the United States as a unit of four squadrons-the 8th Squad
ron, the 13th and the goth, and the 8gth. The 8th was the first of the Group to go into
action. They had 'the A-24 ... against Zeros, and numerical odds that pointed out the
end before they went out on their first mission. They fought, but it was the hunting
falcon against a slower, heavier bird. It was a quick, savage fight that ended tragically,
but served the purpose of slowing the Japanese in their swift, inexorable drive towards
Australia. The gentlemen of Nippon were flushed with conquest during the first months
of the Southwest Pacific War-with a supreme confidence in their war lords. The allied air
forces in the theatre were so short on men and fighting planes that the enemy intelli
gence must have disbelieved 'its reports...

The B-25's went in next. Three ship formations-and three ship flights, carrying an
overload of fuel, bombs and ammunition to targets that were at the extreme limit of
their range. The squadrons remained on the mainland, and the B-25's had to make the
long Coral Sea flight to the staging field at POrt Moresby as the first stage of their
missions. The ground crews set up skeleton camps near the strip. The crews would stage
out of the area on missions without fighter cover, to the north coast targets of Lae and
Salamaua, for ten days or a fortnight, before returning to the mainland. It was not an
efficient arrangement, but the situation, at that time, did not permit any lessening of the
grip upon our own precariously held lines of communication and supply. This was in
April of Ig42, before the reading public had begun to realize the strategic importance
of the half-known islands of the Southwest Pacific. It was the first stage of the holding
war. The records of the 3rd Bombardment Group, with their cold, impersonal figures
of loss and achievement, do not look at it as an impersonal war. The B-25's fought too
many battles with the attacking Zeros, they went through too many curtains of solid ack
ack fire, to regard it with the easily used phrases of dispassionately-composed news articles.

The 3rd has held the distinction, for a long period, of being the most highly decor
ated unit. in the Southwest Pacific. The list of awards, and the actions which justified
them, would be a remarkable addition to any album ... but we do not think in terms
of awards, but in terms of results, and the service our Group has given. There is not
a si~gle major target in this theatre of New Guinea and its satellite islands that has
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not felt the full force of the Grim Reaper's wrath. The historic strikes at Rabaul, Wewak,
Hollandia and Bolea will rank high in the formal accounts of aerial warfare, but we
will prefer to remember our ships and our commanding officers leading the way across
those targets. Major Wilkins, of the 8th Squadron, was awarded the Congressional Medal
of Honour, posthumously. The highest award our nation can give to the fighting man,
yet the men and the officers of the Group will first remember him as a man, and then as
the pilot who went in with his crew in attack upon a Japanese cruiser in Simpson
Harbor, at Rabaul.

The 3rd Group's commanding officers have ranked high in the actions of this war.
Colonel Hall, Lt. Colonel Downs, Colonel Henebry and Lt. Colonel Ellis are on record
as the . leaders of medi um and attack bomber flights over the most dangerous targets the
theatre has held. It is part of the Grim Reaper's tradition that its commanders take the
hard missions. They have never failed the tradition. It carries on into the squadrons,
where the squadron commanders lead their own flights across and through the black
webbed lacing of enemy ground fire to reach the targets designated for the day. The
3rd Group began its history during the first World War, but it was in this remote part
of the world, against the combined'odds of nature, shortage of equipment and personnel,
and an implacable and fanatical enemy, that its tradition began to build. It goes through
from combat, all the way down to the prosaic building of camps in raw, new territories,
to the manner in which the men of the Grou p accept the denial of the most fundamental
advantages of existence.

The roster of the 89th Squadron's commanding officers is a record of the Squadron's
combat history. They have all been A-20 men, but they flew B-25's during the first part
of the war, and after they advanced to duties in the Group Headquarters Squadron,
before the 3rd Group was changed over to attack bombers, they again flew the 25'S in
combat. Colonel Hall and Major Petrie were the early commanding officers. The com
mand went to Major Clark, Majors Good and Nenneman, then to Major Joe Moore,
who turned over the command to Major Dow. They ran their recorded missions up to
figures that are difficult to believe, when it is considered that in other theatres, a quarter
of the same number of missions was stated as the maximum required before the man
was relieved from combat duties. The commanding officers of the 3rd Group and its
squadrons do not request relief from combat duties, until the orders are iIi, from higher
authorities, making it mandatury.

The present commanding officer of the 89th Squadron is Captain Walter Heyer.
His successor is on the roster of officers who are today taking their ships and their
"Iights on missions across the wide seas, and the mountainous islands of oui- sector. The
Fifth Air Force has exp<tnded, times over again, since it first was organized in Australia.
It has needed the experience of the squadron and group men who have flown the
hardest and most demanding type of combat. The training fields of the United States
have needed that same experience, to prepare the fledglings for their own introduction
into the war. To the layman, this will-serve as the explanation for the advancement,
and the replacement, of commanding officers, and all personnel. The rosters may change,
with new names and new ranks, but the basic purpose of the Group and the Squadron's
organization will remain the same. The Grim Reaper will not ease the weight of the
strikes against his enemy.
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89th BOMBARDMENT SQUADRON (1.)

3rd BOMBARDMENT GROUP (L)

HONOR ROLL
1ST LT ALBERT F. BURKE, JR. 0-740049
1ST LT PAUL -KENDRACH. 0-431446
2ND LT CORNELIUS F. O'LEARY. 0-649101
1ST LT FRANCIS C. PRUITf. 0-44223°
1ST LT TURNER WILLIAMSON. 0-433435
2ND LT GEORGE Q. LOCKWOOD, JR. 0-747444
2ND LT JACK HARRIS. 0-672087
F /0 IRA J. WEIDLER.T-186427

T /SGT ARTHUR G. KELLY. 638962
T /SGT ivA M. WRIGHT. 6823767
SGT HARRY C. YOUNG. 20329562
S/SGT RICHARD E. CHAPMAN. 2°459114
S/SGT ROGER S. MARTIN. 11014927
S/SGT ROLAND C. NOYES, JR. 18010733
M / SGT SHEPHERD G. DECKER. 68106 I 2
S/SGT LAWRENCE M .. GILES. 1101433 I
S/SGT OTHA M. PIERCE. 17°24312
S/SGT JOSEPH Fox. 18048416
PVT ICL ZANE W. HILL 13°31713
S/SGT FRANK E. TURPIN. 35457254
S/SGT DONALD L. BRADLEY. 6953407
S/SGT FRED J. SMITH. 6925240
S/SGT JOHN C. HUNTER. 34571366
S/SGT LEO G. SARKISIAN. 310°5676
S/SGT ADOLPHUS T. CLEMENTS. 13°34944
S/SGT CLAIR E. MATTOON, 39176.125

[x]
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WE CAME IN LOW
THIS is the story of one squadron on active duty in the Southwest Pacific. The 89th
Bombardment Squadron (Light), member of the 3rd Bombardment Group (Light), 011

active duty since January 31, 1942 in the Southwest Pacific Theatre of the Second "Vorld
·War. This volume is not an effort to prove that we were the prime factor in the coming
victory. It is too big a war to permit even the nations to reach out for the crimson glory.
.It was planned to serve as a storehouse for the memory, for all of us who have served
with the Squadron. A psychic, apprehensive belief persists that those memories shall be
turned, revised, polished and amplified in the years of peace to come. It is so destined by
nature, for man's memory is at best like the sands of our own islands, washed forever
to infinitesimal change by the sea and the tides.

No album should do more than state facts, and present a picture-record of its men,
and the manner in which they fought and worked and lived. 'tVar costs lives, and no man
or organ ization can be willing to seize credit and glory after first weighing the cost. The
89th Squadron has Firsts to its credit, but they are in the records and in the cold, factual



CAPTAIN H. B. MONROE, OPERATIONS

MAJOR ROBERT DOW.
FORMER COMMANDING OFFICER



history in the War ,Department Files. The facts state that we came early and have
remained late, and shall remain until the war is won. Nothing else today is of com
parable importance.

Of course ... we were among the first to leave the United States, on January 31,
1942 ... we were the first squadron to fly the modified A-20'S in combat, with four fifties
and four thirties firing from the nose ... we have the long'est period of island service
over any unit in the Bomb Command of the Fifth Air Force ... there are other facts,
but, as it has been written, the claims must wait until the little brown gentlemen of the
Zero-Zeros retire to their narrow islands to revise their dreams of world domination.

[ 3 ]
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ROBIKSO); CRUSOE OF THE SEPIK



AND THIS IS THE WAY WE

ALL WANTED TO

LOOK-
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It is proper and inevitable, that a squadron should create its own book, because it
has lived its own story. A squadron is the smallest complete unit of the tactical arm
of the air force. The manner in which the men and officers live and work together,
under exacting and, at times, unpleasant conditions, will create that intangible thing
called the esprit de corps. There are many factors required to create that spirit of the
corps. The smashing of the enemy at his own game, for one. The full knowledge that is
given to the men who perform their duties to the best of their abilities, and see their
faith justified in the record of their squadron. There are the opposing factors of rain,



heat, mud, dust, food, mail which act together to try the men's morale. These [actors
must be defeated, because their defeat is as necessary to a world victory as are the
smashing of the enemy installations' and the rout of his armies. ''''e have lived and worked
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together, overseas, for almost three years, as a part of this show which began small and
in darkness, and have taken what was given, and have handed out a thousand times
more. Bread cast upon the waters shall be returned seven-fc1ld, but the ips made the
grave tactical error of dropping steel ... and we returned kind with kind. ''''e have
moved by land, water and by air, have built camp after camp only to move forward
again, looked at field rations and the empty mail box for days upon end time and time
again, we have worked on our ships during the heat and the rain of the day and the
unfriendly dark of the night and have flown our ships across targets insane with ack-ack

the album was inevitable.

It is a personal album. Not for the general market, even though the Second World
War is the most written war in history. There has not been a single phase of the con
fiict left unrecorded since the day Germany overran Poland on its first move to final
defeat. Those fragments of posterity which survive should benefit by the records,. and be
warned. As a squadron, we believe that one war is enough for any man's lifetime, and
perhaps our album shall serve to act against the actuality of another war. ''''e want to
believe that the families of our men on the Honor Roll shall not have sacrified to a
lost ideal. It will not be too long before the,last mission is run, the last crew is interro
gated, and Intelligence has sent in the last report to Bombcom, and then our album shall
justify its existence, and the world will be gi(ren the opportunity to justify this war.

The 89th Squadron is a tactical unit, with the A-20 as its weapon, and its one purpose
to attack the enemy. It is the attack bomber's duty to destroy equipment and supplies, to
harass and hammer personnel, to wreck organization. The attack bomber can be com
pared with the swift-striking cavalry of the War Between the States . . . not the Civil
'''Tar. This squadron came from Savannah, Georgia.... Minimum altitude means that our
ships are on the deck when they hit. They hit low, at great speed. They have gone the
length of the runway at Lae at eight feet above the ground, against the direct fire of ground
gun positions. They have flown through the debris heaved skywards by the bombs of
the ships gone ahead over the targets. The A-20 is a flying platform for guns, and a
weapon of artillery that can hit the target at amazing distances. The ship is typical
of air power in general, but for all of us it retains an individuality because of its
speed, strength against punishment, and its utter beauty in flight. It is the pilot'S air
plane, and it must be a nightmare for the Japanese.

It has been an unconventional and unethical war in this theatre.... Things that
shall not be easily forgotten have happened in this savage, no-quarter fight on a group
of islands that were haH-unknown to us before Pearl Harbor. The last desperate gesture
of that Japanese infantryman at Buna, when he stood in the line of fire of our strafing
planes and threw a hand grenade ... the Bismarck Sea Battle, when one of our pilots
made a perfect strike with a 500 pound bomb, followed it with a second,' to sink the
800 ton freighter, and returned to say bitterly that if he had known one bomb would
have sunk the ship, he would have saved the second for another target ... the rendezvous
on the decisive morning of the Bismarck Sea fight, when the Fifth Air Force met to
[orm for the attack, and B-17's, P-40's, P-39's, the Australian Beauforts, our A-20'S and
every ship that could get off the ground was out there, circling, waiting ... going into
the harbor at Kavieng against everything the Nips owned, hitting everything they owned
and coming out without a loss ... watching The Brain circle the strip with one wheel
down, the nose wheel haH-down, and a bomb hanging nervously on damaged shackles in
the bom bbay ... listening to an engineer's pain ted remarks as he digs palm splinters and
branch fragments out from between the cylinders of his engines, then listening to the
pilot as he admits that it had been a little difficult to stay below the ack-ack and above
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the trees ... the discovery of the Taiyei Maru's register between Jew Louie's engme
cylinders, and Rod's gesture as he remarked: "'\!\Tell, it's proof, isn't it?"

A squadron's life is built around its aircraft, and it is natural that they are given
names, instead of being referred to by number or by letter of the alphabet. The early
A-20'S were picturesque and varied in the names given by their pilots or by a confer
ence of pilot, gunner and crewchief. \!\Te had Eightball, Kentucky Red, Mary Marual,
Pappy's Joy, St. Sebastian, Oklahoma, and other highly individualistically named ships
that carried the freigh~ to every target within striking range, and carried it regularly.
They were old A-20'S, and paid for themselves in destruction spread among the Japanese
times over, before the newer, heavily armored 20'S began to come over from the United
States. New pilots and crews came too, as relief, long due, for the men who had been
here in the beginning. It remained the same squadron, of course, because men and ships
assimilate swiftly in a forward zOne. The work demands it.

A catch-word in the Squadron for aeons, it seemed, had been the word "Character".
It was used as a cryptic description of any man who gave evidence of an eccentricity
... such as making devout assertions that be liked New Guinea. In the long run, it
became generally used, because under the glass, it developed that few men were with
out outstanding and individualistic habits which set them apart from men equally
unique. This was the beginning of the thunderously approved decision to call the 89th
Squadron "The Characters" ... and it was approved because several copies of Damon
Runyon's books were in the understocked squadron library, and they were always in
demand. It held our imaginations, and even the Broadway characters reminded of home.

Then Suor-with a pencil, a stack of paper and a corner of the big desk at Mindy's
brought the characters to life. Mindy's was a four-room home, built by three pilots and
a ground officer, at the big valley camp. A labor of love. Cement floor, shower, kitchen
sink and hessian-cloth paneled ceiling and walls that set a pattern for the newer camps
of the area. The last elaborate effort to create luxury, because in the camps that followed
pyramidal tents became the demand. The very luxury of Mindy's proved its downfall
as a home, because it became regarded, unofficially, as the Squadron Officers' Club-and
out of it, after discussion and bull-session over the nightly teas, came the Characters.
Merciless caricatures of the pilots, each name fitting, ideally, the personality of the pilot.
Tobias the Terrible, Hot-Horse Herbie, Judge Goldfobber the Tennessee Lawyer, Good
time Charlie ... Burke, for he never stood short, until that day at Noemfoor, and even
then he made his run over the target before he went in. Our ships became known from I
Port Moresby to Biak and points north.

It is ironic humor that the fanatical followers of the Bushido Code must suffer
attack from ships named with complete disregard for the dignity of the Japanese order
of war. Their oriental, peasant minds must fail to comprehend the attitude of a nation
whose men will take the ultimate in fighting machines, and christen them with irreligious
names that rip away the false glamor of war. They would not understand that our
Runyon characters have brought laughter, and have brought home a little nearer, 'too,
by the quick flashes of memory they create. The humorless dignity of the Samurai might
suffer irreparable hurt when he is in a palm-log dugout, waiting put the strafing runs
of Jew Louie, Paddy the Link, The Brain, Jo .10, Big Nig and their partners ... but
perhaps it does not matter at all to the Samurai, as he watches the disintegration of
his nation's ambitions, whether the end comes with dignity, or without.
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HEADQUARTERS

FIFTH AIR FORCE

APO 925
12 March, 1943.

SUBJECT: Commendation.

TO All Organizations, Fifth Air Force.

1. The recent spectacular action against enemy shipping in the
Bismarck Sea was the result of a concerted and determined effort on
the part of all elements of the Fifth Air Force.

2. That enough airplanes were in commission to carry out the
attack in sufficient strength to achieve the marked degree of success
which was attained, reflects credit of the highest degree upon the
maintenance personnel of both the tactical units and the service
u~its of our Air Force.

3. That all classes of supplies necessary to make the attack
successful were delivered at the time and at the places required, is an
indication of the high standard of service constantly being rendered
by the supply services of the Air Force.

4. The effectiveness of. the forward fire of the airplanes
making the low level attacks on the Japanese convoy is ample testimony
of the skilful workmanship of the personnel ~esponsible for the design
and installation of the forward firing fixed guns in these airplanes.

5. A field modification of bomb fuzes carried out within a
very short time prior to the attack proved eminently successful for
low altitude bombing and exemplifies the tireless energy and cease
less effort on the part of the services to make available to our
combat units the very best possible means of prosecuting the war.

6. The results which were attained by our combat crews were
made possible by the· efficiency of our ground elements, without whose
complete cooperation successful operations against our enemy cannot
be accomplished.

7. It is the desire of the Commanding General to express his
appreciation of the fine work done by all units of the Fifth Air Force,
which so enabled the combat crews to carry out their most difficult
missions. This same spirit of cooperation assures us of continued
successful air operations against the Japanese.

By command of Lieutenant General KENNEY:

DONALD WILSON,

Brigadier General, A.U.S.,

Chief of Staff.
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WHEN IT WAS ROUGH

THE album was first projected in April, 1943. We had served more than eight months on
the island, and looked upon ourselves as veterans of lew Guinea, dusty with age, mildewed,
war weary, and ready to be relieved. The Bismarck Sea Battle was very recent history.
The Papuan Campaign was closed, and the ground forces were tightening their girths
in readiness for the next move up the coast. Our ships were still the old originals, flying
hard and often. The end of the war was a thing not to be discussed. The rumors were
heady and strong. Going home. Going back to the mainland to be re-equipped. Going
to Sydney to do submari'ne patrol. Five per cent a month ... but there never has been an
army worth its time that stood short on rumors. Our outfit was no more rumor-ridden
than the other units with us. The force of our strikes across the Owen Stanleys never
lessened.

It was always material for discussion-the question of the when and where of our
long-awaited move. To 503, to one of the more remote inland fields from where we
could reach out and strike the Japanese ground forces,. in direct suppOrt of our own
ground troops. We waited, and our ships still took off from the narrow, Ihill-bound
strip to make the long climb towards the pass. \lVe looked forward to the day when we
would operate on the other side of the great mountain range, because it would not be
necessary then to sweat out the weather of the Stanleys. The cloud formations that began
at ten thousand and went all the way up brought quick age to the men who ""ere caught
on the wrong side.

''''e were willing to move for other reasons. It had become too quiet and too civil
ized down there. ''''hen we first arrived, there was a kind of peace and quiet to the war.
A single road that ran erratically into the hills. A headquarters that did not deig-n to
impress a small squadron with its authority. The food wasn't good ... but there never
has been a war that permitted its men to ~eat three meals a day in the forgotten style of
home. We wanted to find out whether the mosquitoes would follow us to the new location.
They were the most determined and pugnacious and consistently hungry mosquitoes we
have ever met in New Guinea.... The basic reason for our desire to move, of course,
was simply the logical desire t6 get forward, closer to the enemy, to work him over hard
and steadily.

1£ the personnel of the various departments is studied, as pictured in 1943 against
1944, it will be discovered that a squadron is always in a state of change. Many reasons
dictate change. Transfers, casualties, replacements, illness, men returned to the U ni ted
States.... The men of April, 1943, were the men who had come overseas with the
Squadron, or had joined it shortly before, or shortly after the Squadron moved to New
Guinea for its record stay. They were here when it was rough. A phrase which is guar
anteed to earn the quick hatred of any man who has less time overseas than the man
making the calmly insulting statement. Nor does it change the attitude of condescending



superiority to point out that our later moves and recent camps, that our targets of recent
months, the number and the length of missions run, can be stacked against anything
the first nine months in New Guinea had to offer. Logic simply does not apply.

There are other changes noticeable, chiefly in the ratings. The men who wore the
corporal, buck and staff sergeant stripes in '943, or wore none at all, are weari ng a
grade higher in 1944. Not all men, however. Promotions are governed by the available
openings. An old established squadron does not have those openings, under routine con
ditions, until they are supplied by transfers, the rotation plan or one of the other means.
The combat personnel shows change in greater degree than any of the departments,
because of the system of relief and replacement of combat men-and because of the other
reasons afforded by missions, and the ordinary routine of flight.

'ii\Te had the vague belief, in 1943, that there was a possibility of replacements, and
relief. We were not the only outfit in the Southwest Pacific to hold that belief. It
required time, events and maturity in war before we grew out of it, as our own country
had to grow beyond the initial stage after Pearl Harbor, when it believed that the
war with Japan would be ended in three months. \i\Te found out that Japanese steel, ships
and explosives were very effective, that a man suffering injury from a Japanese bullet or
bomb-fragment was a genuine casualty, that the rose-tinted theories offered by the arm
chair and cocktail lounge strategists had to be revised. \i\Te learned the hard way, with the
men of the other units who were there with us.

The first nine months were memorable, and were climaxed by the amazing victory
of the Bismarck Sea. The old ships hit every target within their range, introduced the
parafrag bomb to the war, gave the closest of ground support to the ground troops of
the Papuan Campaign, and kept flying against all odds that conspired to keep them on
the ground or on the wrong side of the range. The most important fact, perhaps, was
one which never made the daily press releases ... the fact that we had learned how to
live and to work in New Guinea, with the same standard of efficiency that kept our
maintenance records, even against the high number of missions run, at the highest levels.

It is unfortunate that several of the pictures taken at that time are missing, because
the original plan was to present the entire Squadron, as it was in 1943. Materiel, records,
clothing, personal equipment and possessions are hard to hold on to, over here. The
necessity of moving the tons of equipment over long distances, under unfavorable condi
tions, involves a percentage of loss and damage which cannot be avoided. The missing
pictures evidently went over the hill during one of our moves, along with other photo
graphs which would have been of value.

\i\Te were becoming veterans, in the first months of 1943, ready for any duty assigned,
accustomed to the unusual ways of life on the island, and had learned to look forward
to a long war. The months began to go by with amazing swiftness, as the effect of the
Allied actions against the Japanese began to show. New pilots and gunners came to the
Squadron, and then new ground personnel, well-trained in the schools of the United
States. By the end of the year ... Christmas, in the jungle camp at APO 503 ... we were
re-equipped with new A-20'S, our roster was closer to full strength than at any time in
the past, and 1944 looked promising. It has lived up to its promise.







OPERATIONS-1943





TECH.
SUPPLY-1943

QUARTERMASTER
SUPPLY-191~







ORDERLY ROOM-1943

MEDICAL-1913





Awards and Decor.ations. A rare formation, held
on a day designated for Maintenance and
Training. Petri, Hall, Clark . . . Colonel Hall,
in that upper right-hand picture, hunched over
a bit in his very typical manner. ... Taken at
old Kila Drome, with the formation in front of
the white-painted, hot-walled buildings that
always seemed so out of place in that sheltered
valley off the. coast of Jew Guinea. vVe have
stood to many of these formations, but this was
one of the very first. A material manner of ap
preciation, for the work that was done, perhaps,
but these men had it coming. Some of them will
never go home.



The raid of April 12, 1943, proved
that our own fuel and materiel were
as combustive and subject to destruc
tion as those produced by Tokyo. It
was a close one. They came over in
force, . but it was the small, lagging
formation that struck close to the

·89th and Headquarters, and made
penitents out of the most callous sin
ners . : . for a few days.

It was our first camp in New Guinea, made memorable by
the heat, the mosquitoes, the brief strikes over the Owen
Stanleys ... the approach of the .T apanese patrols across the
range to within conversational distance of the strips ...
and then there was the close of the Buna Campaign, the
Bismarck Sea, and then we began to move.
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Parafrags-detonation bombs-and the results. Unfriendly, deadly loads of destruction floating down to
the wheel-marked surface of an enemy strip.... Craters, filled with the eternal New Guinea rain, making
the landing surface unserviceable for the Japanese.... Component fighting units of the Imperial Air
Force strewn out, useless, ineffective. Jeb Forrest would appreciate this page. This was his style of attack,
to hit fast, hard, and to get away.



That's the New Guinea coast in the background, and an exploding ship hidden by those mountains of
water. This is what the strategists mean when they refer to the cutting of the enemy's supply lines.
Physical violence to interpret the theorist's words....





AL TITUDE: MINIMUM

,,

THE palm plantations of New Guinea were not referred to in the "Val' Department's orders,
dated January 15, 1941, which activated the 89th Bombardment Squadron, Reconnais
sance, at Savannah, Georgia. The war in Europe was looking bad for England, and her
allies. Our own forces were only beginning their expansion, and to the daily, faithful
readers of the press of our nation, Japan had not made any moves significant of war. The
Air Force was just beginning to preen its wings, and when the cadre of men and officers
was formed, by shanghaing personnel from protesting, under-strength units, we knew that
preparations were being made. Then, in the fall of the year, the A-20'S' went on the
Louisiana maneuvers where their terrific speed and the aptitude and need of their low
level attacks was demonstrated repeatedly.... It wasn't the same, however, because the pilots
charted their course by the white concrete of the roads, and made their right turns at the
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highway intersections ... over here, they learned to mark the course by a promontory,
an island, a distinct, unmistakable ridge, a gun position ... and, in Louisiana, we dropped
paper bags, filled with white flour.

The months of 1941 saw the roster built up to a fair percentage of the strength
stipulated by the Tables of Organization. The training never relaxed, and the men
returning from schools of engineering, armament and radio, photography and c1erica'l,
were saddled with responsibility~ in between their sessions with the China Clipper and ti1e
fatigue details. The 89th began to be a squadron. There is no other phrase as accurate,
because the mere designation of an official order cannot create the spirit and unity
which is an organization's very existence. We trained, at Savannah and through the
maneuvers, and were looking forward to the long awaited Christmas furloughs, when
the radio told us of Pearl Harbor. We sailed for Australia on January 31, 1942.

The ground echelon went to work, almost immediately upon arriving overseas, main
taining the lis of the 19th Bombardment, which had escaped to the mainland from the
crumbling defenses to the North. Our combat personnel went into service in the mediums,
with pilots and gunners going into the B-lis as members of the crews on the first strikes
over Rabaul. These first missions were flown in conjunction with the Royal Australian
Air Force, and letters of commendation were received ... the first of the long series given
to the Squadron, and to the 3rd Group, for its effectiveness in action.

We moved to New Guinea on August 20, 1942, to begin our unbroken service of
two years on the island-with the duration to come. The Japanese had slowed down in
their attacks on Moresby, but they were still hammering at the strips, the fuel and
supply dumps, and the shipping in the harbor, in raids that came at day and in the night.
Their ground patrols were filtering through the passes of the Owen Stanleys. They were
bringing strength into their newly-ta!<cen base at BUlla, only an hour's flight away-but the
Squadron began to get into stride, as a member of the Grim Reapers. The parent Group
was winning its colors in the Southwest Pacific Area, and our missions were increasing in
number, and in the vital importance of the targets-Lae, Kokoda, Buna, Salamaua and
Sanananda. The Japanese air force, on the ground and in the air, felt the: guns of the 3rd
Group ships. We drove in to attack ack-ack positions, to give direct ground support to
the Australians, strafing and dropping bombs, when they were within 200 yards of the
enemy-letters of commendation from the Australians told of the accuracy, the havoc upon
the positions hit, the fact that there was not a single attack in close support by the A-20'S
which had caused a casualty to our troops.

The parachute fragmentation bomb entered the war during this stage. Deadly little
bombs, parafrags, that fell out of specially-built, pigeon-holed bays to flutter gracefully
and wickedly to th~ earth. We went across at the A-20 minimum altitude, on the deck.

The tempo of our attacks steadily increased until the day in December, when the 89th
Squadron flew nine separate missions, in support of the 32nd Division, fighting a bitter, ·costly
battle across the range at Sanananda and Buna. It was on the 3rd day of March, 1943,
that we helped to write a page of history ... the Bismarck Sea Battle. We had been out
after shipping, and the targets searches had revealed had only been barges, and coastal
shipping. This time we went out ·with every fighting ship the Fifth Air Force could get
off the ground and into the target area. All squadrons of the 3rd Group, and B-lis,
B-24'S, RAAF Beaufighters, all American fighters-and the formations struck the death
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blow at a Japanese convoy on the Huon Gulf. The Nips had taken the gt;eat gamble on
the weather, in risking their convoy which carried reinforcements for the hard-pressed
troops in the Lae-Salamaua area. The weather betrayed them, and the convoy was spotted
through a break in the heavy overcast by a recco. The A-20'S scored twelve hits on seven
ships, and followed with strafing passes that cleared the decks of the men who stayed at
their guns, fighting a losing battle. The Allied fighters kept the skies open against the
enemy Zeros to permit the heavies, the mediums and the attack bombers to make run
after run across the convoy. The official photographs of the air-sea battle show the Japanese
ships cutting 'weirdly-twisted white wakes through the water ... ships lying soddenly,
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quietly burning great, pall-like columll3 of smoke nSlllg into the sky, to roll flatly
along the clouds survivors in the water, and others massed in life-boats, rafts and
floating wreckage like black ants. The attacks made by the 3rd Group were at mast
height and after th..: bombs were gone, they went in again and again, smashing with
their forward-firi ng, grou ped fifties and thirties-and there was nothing the convoy had
that stood up beneath the vicious strafings. It was the first decisive victory of land-based
aircraft against enemy shipping guarded by war vessels. A victory for the Fifth Air Force
and the RAAF, and one of untold importance, for it marked the fate of the Japanese
Forces at Lae. Of that convoy, not a single ship escaped-and the survivors drifted to
their islands, weaponless, without food, without organization. H they reached their own
forces again, they knew that their propagandist had been wrong. "~Ye have always won
dered, mildly, why the Japanese Government failed to send in a letter of commendation
on the results of the immediate, devastating action of the Bismarck Sea Battle. If Radio
Tokyo had commented on the action, there was little the newscaster could have said,
unless he would have announced that the Allied attack upon the Lae convoy had been
repulsed successfully without loss. Banzai! Build more ships.

We moved across the Owen Stanleys in May, to set up camp in a thick jungle, car
peted with matted leaves and heavy with underbrush. It became the camp of high-floored
tents, sago-palm roofed barracks and buildings, days of sun-baking on the sand-strip
across the brown river .... and the base of our operations against Finschhafen, and the
targets of New Britain. It was the month which saw our first combat crews relieved, and
sent back to the United States. Captain Dunbar was among that first group. He returned,
but the habit of combat was too strong, and he went to England, in A-20's-and, some
where with the Eighth Air Force, he ran his last mission.

The reports began to turn up information about heavy night traffic of Jap barges
along the coast of New Guinea. They had already begun to refuse further risk of their
heavier vessels for the movement of men and supplies during the daylight hours when
they would be exposed to the coldly-precise attacks of the Fifth Air Force. Their recourse
was to turn to the slower, less-weighty barges. ''''e ran missions night after night, along
the hostile coasts, with success, until the enemy learned to hold up his traffic for the
nights of weather, of clouds and heavy rain. Tight missions failed, after that, to payoff
a profit against the very definite risks involved.

Invasion of Lae. A long-dreamed-of actuality to the men who had been here since
the first months, for Lae and Salamaua and Rabaul meant, to all of us, the enemy strong
holds from which their ships came to hit us from the skies-the bases which guarded
against any further advance along the long, southern road to their homeland. We were
called out to support the landing of the paratroops at Nadzab, in the Markham-Ramu
vaIley. It was an unforgettable sight-our ships low across the wide, beautiful valley, with
wedge-shaped streamers of smoke pouring from beneath their wings. ''''e supported the
landing of the paratroops, went ahead to direct ground support, and the 89th was the
last squadron to strike Lae before it fell to the Allied ground troops. "~Ye covered the
Finschhafen landings, and helped towards the reduction of Satelberg. It was all A-20 work,
for the ships had been designed for low-level, direct and close support to the men on the
ground, and their accurate strafing, and placing of bombs, justified their design and
speed. .

There is a definite physical thrill in the movements of our ships in the sky ... even
in their rapid, purposeful movement through the revetments, taxiing towards their take
off positions. Guns jutting forward out of the nose, wide wings stretching across the
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revetment roadway, ship sitting forward slightly on the nosewheel as it rolls. The pilot
sitting high in the cockpit, and the gunner waiting behind in the rear compartment,
ready to get into the turret. The takeoff is an illusion, with the size of the ship giving
the impression that it takes off slowly ... but to watch the ground pass by beneath, and
the horizon drop swiftly away, with the trees at the jungle's high, sullen edge still reaching
out for the wings, it is realized that the slowness is illusion....

'ii\Te have tried to guess at the feelings of the Japanese, as they hear the sound of
guns, and look up towards the sound, and see again a flight of A-20'S, streaming gray
gunsmoke, bombbays open, lowering in perfect formation down to the trees, in their bomb-
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dropping run. The very speed of the attack ship, like the speed of the P-38 with its
beautifully synchronized twin-engines, permits only a last instant of warning, at the low
level, before the airplane itself is overhead, only seconds behind the sound of its engines.
We have made attacks which caught the Japanese at sun-bathing, servicing their own
aircraft with fuel, at volley-ball in a sheltered area-in a complete surprise, driving their
g~lI1crews to shelter against the sides of the gunpits.... But not all the guncrews....

Lae, Finschhafen and Satelberg, and then we began to hit Cape Gloucester, Gasmata
and the other targets on New Britain, in preparation for the invasion that was to come
late in the year. The field orders sent us over Alexishafen, in November, and it was four
Japanese bombers destroyed on the ground during the first strike. The campaigns were
intensifying". The twenty-two nlissions run by the 89th Squadron in December were largely
concerned with preparing the way for the Allied landings on New Britain, and the landing
at Saidor, far up the coast of New Guinea. "We were still operating from the jungle
camp, but our advance echelon was farther up the coast, building in readiness for the
next move. The Squadron was split on Thanksgiving Day, 1943, and the men of the
advance echelon really came out on top, after the comparison of the meals served at the
two camps.

Bogadjim and Alexishafen remained as targets. After our move north we began to
work over enemy positions in the vicinity of Hansa Bay, and went up the coast as far
as Dagua. The big mission of the early part of 1944 was the February strike against
Kavieng, on New Ireland. The A-20'S staged out of Finschhafen for the long run to the
target. Twelve of our A-20'S went across the intense opposition fire of the harbor, scoring
direct hits on shipping, went over the town strafing and bombing, and twelve A-20'S
came out. The Kavieng mission was made against long odds of distance, and ack-ack
fire, as intense and accurate as any in the theatre.

''''ewak and Boram, But and Dagua, with their areas of stores, personnel, their lines of
communications, their shipping, received the consistently destructive attention our ships so
efficiently handed out. The smoke of the fires rolled sluggishly into the hot lew Guinea skies,
the ack-ack guns lay awkwardly, in grotesque positions, blasted from their iron mounts, stores
were blown wide open and scattered ... barges with their sides riddled and bottoms torn out
lay on the bottom of the coral seas, their camoullage greenery floated to the shore, trucks"
rusted in the drainage ditches beside the narrow roads, planes sprawled broken and
smashed in the revetments of their fields ... and the burial grounds were beginning to be
studded heavily with the square, stubby, character-painted marker of the Japanese grave.

The March 19th mission, against the Wewak convoy, was complete disaster for the
Japanese, in the manner of the Bismarck Sea. Every vessel went down, literally blasted
apart by the bombs that actually crowded their way to the targets. This was the mission
that resulted in the most genuine of proofs being brought back to the Squadron intel
ligence officer. The leading flight of our Squadron had hit a small transport, and the
debris from the explosion was falling back to the water's surface as the second flight
approached, to go through the cloud of metal, fragments of wood, and bodies. When the
planes of the second flight returned to base, the air intake of the oil cooling system of
Jew Louie was choked-with paper. The crewchief removed it, carefully, and, torn slightly
but unscorched and perfectly legible, was a page from the Japanese transport's log, giving the
cargo listing, the name of the vessel and the tonnage. The War Department publication which
noted this rather unusual method of securing the confirmation of a sinking, stated that the
pilot had modestly disclaimed any credit for his spy work. It was all in the day's work,
of course, and it happened off the coast of New Guinea.

The "Fifth Air Force began to make the final arrangements for the obliteration of
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Hollandia, the major Japanese base, off the coast of Dutch Ne\\' Guinea, near Hum
boldt Bay. The 3rd Group was called in to take part in administering the final blow,
and the 89th had twelve planes on the big mission. They swept in low in the face oE
extremely heavy ack-ack fire, to drop a total of 119 demolition bombs, each bomb
attached to its own small parachute. The ground fire was very intense, but they passed
through the low-bursting flack, through the intercepting Zeros, and the twelve returned
saEely to our field. W'e participated in two more heavy strikes ag'ainst Hollandia, dealing
out heavy losses to the Japanese, and when the ground forces moved in against the
light opposition which provided a startling, gratifying news release to the Allied world,
they paid high tribute to the work of the Fihh Air Force.

There have been Biak, Manokwari, Babo and the oil fields and refineries of Bolea
where the oily smoke blackened the sky as squadron after squadron oE attack bombers
drove in low with demolitions, and thousands of rounds oE strafing fire... The war has
moved on, to the west and to the north. To the Halmaheras, into the Philippines. It is
our destiny to move with the war. The targets oE the past were da ngerous, stu bborn,
fighting targets that took a toll of good men, and good ships, yet finally went down
beneath the unceasing, mauling blows of concentrated power. The targets of the future
are going to be equally dangerous ... or more, with the Japanese perimeter oE defense
tightening, narrowing towards their islands. Our job is not ended. and our story is not
over. There is more to come, before the peace is reached.
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